Senior Full Stack Developer (f/m)
You're a seasoned developer and like to work with modern web technologies both
on the frontend and backend? You want to leave a mark in the healthcare market
and build things that actually benefits people? You'll fit right in with us at Temedica!

Here's what we have to offer:

Temedica's vision is to transform the current
healthcare system, improve medical services and
bring the individual patient back into the focus. Using

•

Europe with our headquarters in a bright and

modern technology, patients are accompanied on

spacious office in the heart of Munich

their individual journey outside hospitals, doctors'

•

offices and therapist practices. By combining

•

therapy-fostering medical knowledge patients can
long run prevent health issues.

What you should to bring to the job:

Your tasks:

•

You have several years of experience in building
real-world web and/or mobile apps and the

As a full stack developer, you'll be part of our
development team and work closely with our product
team to build our web-based therapy platform and

portfolio (GitHub, Bitbucket or similar) to prove it
•

You have a deep desire to immerse yourself in a
product and make it come alive

hybrid native apps. You’ll use modern web

•

technologies to build performant, well-functioning
further develop our platform and digital health

(preferably Vue.js or React)
•

assistant.

You have built at least a couple of apps/tools with
Ruby (preferably Rails) and/or JavaScript

and user-friendly mobile web apps as well as help us

Experience with the following things would be
beneficial: Git; JIRA; Travis CI; Heroku; Amazon
Web Services

This means:

•

You are a team player but can also work selfreliant and with minimal guidance

Build web apps, APIs and libraries with
•

Ruby/Rails

•

We host regular team events and provide free
coffee* and fruit

work on improving their health individually and in the

•

We put our trust in you from the start and your
input matters greatly to us from day one

physical activity, body awareness and provision of

•

We have an international team, located across

You’re fluent in English (written and oral). Being

Develop single page applications and

able to at least read German is a huge plus since

components with Vue.js and native shells for our

all texts in our apps and websites are currently

hybrid apps with React Native

only available in German.

Work closely with our CTO to design a stable and

Job details

flexible software platform that will be our
company’s core technology for years to come
•

Starting date: ASAP

Help your fellow developers with feedback and

Type: employment/freelance >= 30 hours/week

code reviews
•

Take part in improving our internal and external
infrastructure and task automation

Location: Munich or remote
Languages: English (must), German (huge plus)

Interested? Send your application and portfolio to jobs@temedica.com
* We currently have 3 coffee makers and might add some more in the future…

